
Summer 2 Week 8 Lesson 3 

Can I compare life in Brazil and Egypt?



Fast five - answers are on the next slide.

1. Which river is believed to be longer - the river Nile or the Amazon?

2. Which country borders Libya - Brazil or Egypt?

3. Which river flows through 11 countries?

4. What country is the Amazon river in?

5. Which of these in the Egyptian flag?



Fast five - answers are on the next slide.

1. Which river is believed to be longer - the river Nile or the Amazon 
river? The Nile

2. Which country borders Libya - Brazil or Egypt? Egypt

3. Which river flows through 11 countries? The River Nile

4. What country is the Amazon river in? Brazil

5. Which of these in the Egyptian flag?



Life in Brazil and Egypt

We have learnt about life in Brazil and Egypt, both near the main 
rivers and further away. Let’s recap what we have looked at so far: 
 



People might choose to live near the Amazon river because:

● The river provides essential food and water for humans to survive.
 

● Most human settlements also have land for farming, growing crops and raising animals 
on the fertile river soil.



Life in along the bank of the Amazon river is very different to that in Sao Paulo.

Bank of the Amazon river                                Sao Paulo



Most Egyptians live near the Nile as it provides water, food, transportation and it is 
excellent soil for growing crops for food.



Remote villages in Egypt look as they might have done hundreds, if not thousands, 
of years ago. Ox-drawn carts ferry water from stone wells and take crops and 
other produce to markets.





Red - Fill in the gaps to complete the sentences in the passage. 

Yellow - Use the sentence starters to help write your passage.

Green - Write a passage comparing life in Brazil and Egypt - use this week’s slides 
to help support you.

Activity - Write a passage comparing life in Brazil 
and Egypt. Remember, you can use this week’s 
slides to support you! 


